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For each integer PZ > 7, we exhibit graphs of chromatic number n that contain 
no subdivided Kti as a subgraph. However, we show that a graph with chromatic 
number 4 contains as a subgraph a subdivided Kt in which each triangle of the K4 
is subdivided to form an odd cycle. 
I. INTR~OUCTION 
In this paper, unless otherwise stated, we follow the notation of [4]. A 
subdivided K* is a graph obtained by replacing edges {x, y} of the complete 
graph KS with x - y paths. We refer to the vertices where such paths meet 
as no&s of the subdivided & . A node has degree E - 1. 
The Hajos conjecture asserts that a graph with chromatic number n has a 
subdivided KS as a subgraph. 
For n = 1 and 2 this is trivial, and for n = 3, it is clear, because a 3- 
chromatic graph contains an odd cycle, which is a subdivided & . The case 
n = 4 of the conjecture was proved by Dirac [I]. 
2, C~UNTEREXAMPLES 
Let Z(G), the subdivision number of a graph G, denote the largest integer n 
such that G contains a subdividison of Kn as a subgraph. The Hajos conjec- 
ture asserts that Z(G) > x(G). Let L(G), the Zinc graph of G, be the graph 
with vertices V@(G)) = E(G), where e? e’ E E(G) are adjacent in L(G) 
whenever e and e’ are incident at a vertex of G. 
Let *G denote the multigraph obtained by replacing each edge {.x, y} of G 
with k edges joining x and y. 
We first consider the case where G is an odd cycle. 
PROPOSITION 1. For all k 2 1, zyn 2 2, then 
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ProojC Among any 2k + 2 vertices of I@&+& at least two will be 
separated from each other by a cutset of 2i? vertices. Hence? no sub 
K2k+2 is contained in L(&&.J. 
On the other hand, the 2n edges of $&+I incident with a given vertex 
form a clique K2a in the line graph. This B& is contained in subdivided KzR+3’s 
in I&Czn+.J This determines the subdivision number. 
ROPOSITION 2. For all positive k and n, 
BWOJ Observe that L(C&& has (2n + l)k vertices, and at most n lie i 
a given color class. Hence, ~(L(&&) > (2n + I)/+ While equality may 
be verified, we shall not need it as we show below that I&~&I is a counter- 
example to HajW conjecture. 
TH~SREM I. For any integer n > 2, zff G = L(&&+J, then 
Pro~$ Immediate, from Propositions 1 and 2. 
A class 2 graph G is defined to be a graph having line-chromatic number 
x’(G) = A(G) + I. Such a graph is critical if the removal of any edge 
decreases x’(G). Trivially, x’(G) = x(L(G)). 
Conjecture. For any critical class 2 graph G3 there is a natural number AJ 
such that if k > N then 
In other words, we conjectm-e that I&G) is a counterexample to HajM 
conjecture. The Petersen graph G is a noncritical class 2 graph for which such 
an integs N does uot exist. Jakobsen [5] surveys some recent results concern- 
ing multigraphs G with x’(G) significantly larger than A(G). Thz ~E@S 
kG discussed above are such multigraphs. 
More counterexamples may be formed as follows: if z+, v% are nonadjacent 
vertices in I&C& then ,Z+!&CJ - {uI , ZAJ) = 2/z and x(L(&J - {q , v& = 
[(5k - 1)/2]. Thus9 Hajbs’ conjecture fails for I&Q - {oI , ~1, which 
chromatic number 7, and subdivision number 6. If the Haj& conjecture 
fails for G, then since Z(G + v) = Z(G) + 1 and x(G + V) = x(G) + I9 
the conjecture fails for G + v& Therefore, for any B > 7, there is a graph cf 
chromatic number n for which HajM conjecture is false- The conjecture 
remains unsettled for n = 5 and 6. 
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FIajos’ construction (see [3]), in which two n-critical graphs G and H 
(a-critical in the sense that the removal of an edge lowers the chromatic 
number to B - 1) are combined to form a single larger n-critical graph, is 
,useful for creating even more counterexamples to his conjecture. Define 
an n-critical graph to be n-minimal if it has no proper subgraph that is a sub- 
division of an n-critical graph. Hajb conjecture is that Km is the only n- 
minimal graph. Let G and H be two n-critical graph, where Gi , Gz ,..., GS 
are the n-minimal graphs, subdivisions of which are subgraphs of G, and 
where HI , Hz ,..., Ht are the n-minimal graphs, subdivisions of which are 
subgraphs of H. Then G1, Gg ,..., GS, HI ,..., Hi are precisely the graphs 
which appear, subdivided, as subgraphs of the B-critical graph obtained 
!from G and H when they are combined by Hajos’ construction. It follows 
that for any finite set of n-minimal graphs, by repeated application of Hajos’ 
construction, one can construct infinitely many n-critical graphs containing 
as subgraphs subdivisions of these, and no other, n-minimal graphs. 
In [9], Tutte surveys some of the major problems on the chromatic number, 
including Hajos’ conjecture, and he discusses their interrelation. We know 
of no counterexamples to the weaker conjecture of Hadwiger [2]. 
3. A STRONGER RESULT FOR FZ = 4 
The case n = 3 of Hajos’ conjecture can be strengthened to assert that the 
subdivided KS must be an &? cycle. This is the well-known characterization 
of graphs G with chromatic number x(G) > 3. Thus, it is natural to ask if a 
similar strengthening of the conjecture is valid for any rz > 4. 
Toft [S] has conjectured that any 4-chromatic graph has a subdivided Ka 
in which each of the six edges of the & is subdivided to form a path of odd 
length. This is stronger than our theorem below. He asks other similar 
questions in [8], also. Zeidl [lo] showed that any vertex of a 4-chromatic 
graph lies in some subdivided Kd that contains an odd circuit. Indeed, Ore [6] 
showed that to merely find a subdivided Kb in a graph G one only requires 
that S(G) 2 3, and so it is not surprising that the stronger hypothesis x(G) > 4 
gives stronger conclusions. 
An oddly subdivided Kn is a subdivided I& in which each triangle of the 
K,, is subdivided to form an odd cycle. 
It is easy to verify that if three of the four triangles in a Kd are subdivided 
to form odd cycles, then the fourth triangle is also subdivided to form an 
odd cycle. 
THEOREM 2. A graph with chromatic number 4 contains an oddly subdivided 
K 4. 
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PTOO$ We assume that the graph G is 4-critical, i.e., x(G - c?) = 3 for 
any edge e in the 4-chromatic graph G. AIso, we assume that G is a. 4critical 
counterexample to the theorem with the minimum possible rmmber of pomts. 
It is known (see, e.g., [4], p. 141) that a 4-critical graph G must be S-con- 
nected. If there are two vertices, x and y, whose removal discormects GY 
then they are not adjacent, and G - {x, yj has two components GI and G2 
such that x and y have the same color in any 3-coloring of G - GI , and x and 
y have different colors in a 3-coloring of G - Gz . Let G’ denote the graph 
obtamed by adding the edge {x, yj to G - GI . T~LH, x(G’) = 4, and since 
we have assumed that G is the smallest counterexample G has an oddly 
subdivided iYk . Hence, G +- {x, y} has this same oddly subdivided K4 as a 
subgraph in (G - GI) + {x, yj. We only need to consider the case where the 
edge {x9 yJ E E(G’)\E(G) is part of this subdivided & . Since both vertices of 
attachmc~t (X and y) of GI to G - GI have the same color m a 3-coloring of 
see that if GI is bipartite, then x(G) = 3. Hence, GI has an 
a generalization of Menger’s Theorem? there are disjoint p 
g from a, b G V(C) to x and to y, respectively. The edge {x, yj of the 
oddly subdivided I& may be replaced by an odd x - y path in G - G2 con- 
taming Paz , PbV , and the appropriate a - b th in C Hemq if G is not 
3-connected, then G contains an oddly subdiv 
~h~o~gh~~t the remainder of the proof, w ivide into three cases2 
we assume that G is 3-connected. 
Case A Every vertex of G lies in two or more triangles and t 
of triangles that share an edge. 
Suppose that G contains a wheel as a subgraph. If the wheel has the form 
Cn +- x, B odd> then G = Cfl + X, since x(C~ + x) = 4 and G is 4-c&i&* 
But then G contains an oddly subdivided Z& . Lf the wheel has the form CS + x5 
?z even th.en we claim that G is not 4-critical. Since G is 4-critical9 x(G - e) = 
3, for any edge C? E CT’% . In this 3-coloring of G - e, the colors assigned to 
Cn - e alternate between the two colors not used on x. Hence the ends of e 
have diEerent colors, and so x(G) = 3, a contradiction that shows that n is 
not even. Taft [7] credits this observation that n cannot be even to IV- 
si 5vits. 
ce no subgraph of G is a wheel. Let P be a maximum path sue 
each vertex of P is adjacent to a vertex x of G. Denote the vertices of P by 
J+, , y2 ,...9 yn . Since two triangles of G share an edge and smce .? is ~~axi~~rn~ 
n > 2. 
By the condition of Case 1, yO lies in a second triangle {v? w, yOjP where 
possibly u = yI . Since G has no wheel, 
tv, WI n {Y2 >*.., Y?J = QJY 
and since P is maximum, x $ {v, wj. 
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If yl $ h, 4, aen we km trh&s k, w, ~~1, -6~ y. , YJ, ad 6~ yl , Y& 
for distinct ZJ, PV, X, y. , y1 , yz . A complete subgraph in a 4-critical graph 
cannot be a cutset (see e.g., [2], p. 141, Corollary 12.24), and so there is a 
{u, r+] - yz path in G - {x, y. , yJ. Such a path can be extended to form an 
odd y,, - yg path P’ in G - {x, yl}. The union of the path P’ and the triangles 
{x, y. , yl} and {x, y1 , y& forms the desired oddly subdivided I& . 
If, however, y1 = V, then each vertex of the path r~, yO , X, yz is adjacent to 
U, and since P is a maximum path whose vertices are all adjacent to the same 
vertex, n > 3. Thus, we have triangles {r~, y. , y&, {x, y1 , yz}, and {x, ys , ys}, 
for distinct MJ, x, y. , yl, yz, ys . We can proceed as in the previous paragraph 
to construct a {FV, yo] - ys path (and hence an odd y1 - ys path) in G - 
{x, y1 , yz}, thus forming an oddly subdivided & in G. 
Case 11. Every vertex of G lies in two or more triangles, but no two, 
triangles share an edge. 
Suppose first that for any odd cycle C and any vertex x e V(G)\V(C), x is, 
adjacent to a vertex of C. Let {a, b, c} and {c, d, e] be two triangles with a 
common vertex c. There is a second triangle {e, J g} at e. If f o {a, b} or 
g IZ {a, b}, then {e, J g} overlaps another triangle in an edge (for instance, if 
f = a, then {e, J g] and {e, A cl share the edge {e, f}), contrary to the condi- 
tion of Case II. Hence, {A g> n {a, b} = D’. We have assumed that for an 
odd cycle C = {a, b, c] and a vertex f (or g), f (resp., g) is adjacent to a 
vertex of C. Since no two triangles share an edge, {A cl, {g, c] 6 E(G), and 
we cannot have both {a, f}, {a, g] c J?(G) nor both {b, j-1, {b, g] E E(G), for 
the same reason. Thus, either {a, f], {b, g} E E(G) or {a, g}, {b, j] E E(G). 
Without loss of generality, assume that {a, f}, {b, g} E E(G). Then an oddly 
subdivided K4 is formed by the cycle C = {a, b, c} and the even arcs (c, d, e)> 
hf, 4, ad @, g, 4. 
Next, suppose that C is an odd cycle and x E V(G), such that x is adjacent 
to no vertex of C. Then two triangles {u, PV, x} and {x, y, z] containing x 
share no vertex with C. Since G is 3-connected, there are three disjoint paths, 
from C to {0, +v, X, y, 21. 
Subcase HA. Two of these disjoint paths terminate at v and w, respec- 
tively. (This is equivalent to the case where two paths terminate at y and 2.) 
Let Q, b e V(C), where a is the start of the C-v path Pav and b is the start of 
the C-w path PBw. There are two a-b paths in C: one is odd and one is even. 
We choose the one which, together with Pav and Pbw, forms an even v-w 
path Pvw through part of C. 
If {v, w, ~1 were a cutset, then G would not be 4-critical, since a three- 
point cutset in a 4-critical graph cannot form a complete subgraph (see, 
e.g., [4], p. 141, Corollary 12.24). Hence, there is a path P in G - {ZJ, w, x] 
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from a vertex ai of PVw - {D, w] to either y or z (to z, say). Thus, we have an 
oddly subdivided Kd , with nodes U, v, w, x, formed by the cycle {n, w, a+? 
the paths along PVw from v and w to U, and the X-U path aIong 
edge {x, z] or the path (x, y, z). The choice of the edge ix, 
(x, y, z) is determined by the requirement that the two cycles of the sub- 
divided K& that share the path P must be odd. 
Subcase JIB. There are three disjoint paths PaUS PbSY and PcY from the 
odd cycle C to the overlapping triangles {TJ, w, xl, {x, y, z], where the ends of 
each path are denoted by its two subscripts. (After appropriate reIabeIIing? 
any three disjoint paths from C to the two triangles are either an instance of 
Subcase HA or of subcase IIB,) 
We form an oddly subdivided K4 with nodes a, b, c, and x. We use the 
cycle C, the pa&s .Pae , PBS, PCv, and either edges ({v, X] or {y, ~1) or p 
((D? w, X) or (y, z, x))> such that the lengths of the corresponding subdivide 
triangles are odd. 
Case H1. There is a vertex x lying in at most one triangle. If x lies in a 
triangle, denote one of its remaining two vertices by we Denote each of the 
remaining vertices adjacent in G to x by o1 , v2 ,..-? 0% , where {ZJ~ , w, .x] is the 
triangle, if a triangle containing x exists. Of course, {vl , v2 ,..., ZJJ are pairwise 
nonadjacent. 
Define GS to be the graph obtained from G by deleting x and ~~~~t~~~i~~ 
aII vertices {vl , vz ,.~., us] as a single vertex 0. If x(G%) < 3, then there is a 
koloring of G - x in which the vertices adjacent TV x in G are c,oIored in at 
ITlOSt 2 COIQEs ({VI ,.e., vS} E V(G) are assigned the color of u E V(G,J, and 
PV E V(G) is assigned the color of w’ E V(G,J), and so x(G) = 3, a contradictiua= 
Thus x(G”J > 4. 
Since x(G,J 2 4 and since the theorem is assumed TV be true for gra 
smaller than GY Gz contains an oddly subdivided & ~ say H. If v $ V(H)? then 
27 is an oddIy subdivided Kh of G. Therefore? suppose ZJ E V(H) in Gz ~ 
In H, v is adjacent to either two or three other vertices. Denote the neighbor- 
hood NH(v) of v in H by {z~ , ZJ or by {z~ , z? , zk}, accordingIy~ 
If all vertices of NH(u) are adjacent in G to the same vertex Q e {ul ,...~ oJ9 
then H is a subgraph of G, with oh in place of 0. 
If all vertices (z~ , Z~ , and possibly zk) of Nfl(u) are adjacent in G to diRerent 
vertkes U< ~ U+ , vk E {I.+ ,..., v#}, respectively, then we repIace the edges {LJ~ zJ, 
{v, zJ$ {vP zk] of H in Gz by paths (x, LQ , .zJ, (x, V~ , .z?), and (x? Q+ ~ .z& 
which, together with the remaining edges of form a larger oddIy sub- 
divided K4 in G. (Of course, when NH(o) = {z~ Y zJY the references in the 
previous sentence to edges and paths containing zk are deleted.) 
Finally, if two vertices z.; , Z~ s NH(v) are adjacent to Q E {+ ,.~,~ vS>> and 
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if zfi E &(v) is adjacent to vk # V~ , then an oddly subdivided K4 is formed in 
G by the edges of H together with a path (v~ , x, VJ in G in place of the vertex 
v E V(G%). 
Since an oddly subdivided Kk was formed in each case, the theorem is 
proved. 
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